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Even the Gods Will Not Forgive Them

Fauci funded the development of a bioweapon, then was put in charge of combatting 
that bioweapon with 'non-vaccines' of his choice, while suppressing physician's ability 
to practice medicine—in that process killing 100s of 1000s of Americans—allegedly.

Those associated with the global 'Covid takeover' took from doctors who actually 
treat Covid patients the tools and ability to discover treatments that work. Beyond that, 
they slandered, censured, and misrepresented any who would not 'toe their line'.

It is reported that Dr. Paul Marik, renowned ICU physician, whose patients had a 
Covid death-rate of half compared to standard ICU numbers, was stripped of what he 
used to fight Covid, even Vitamin C—and forced to stand-aside as his patients died.

He could not use Ivermectin (to which 11 deaths per year are attributed). Instead, the 
elite plan was to 'vaccinate' every living being, thereby effectively removing any control 
group. Meanwhile, the CDC database, VAERS, showed 40% of 40K 'vaccine' deaths 
occurring on the day of, or day after injection. Yet it was Ivermectin that was withheld?   

Pharma and Fauci are not the only ones the Gods will not forgive—but they sit at the 
top of the list. Anyone who, for profit or power, injures/kills children, or as a Jeffrey Ep-
stein, abuses girls such that they face the future, without self-worth—are unforgivable.  

My neighborhood kids are headed-off to colleges that 1960's radicals reconfigured in 
the image of Karl Marx, where they will be taught to hate our nation, our founders, 
themselves, and their sex. They will not be informed that publicly-funded colleges can-
not mandate 'emergency-use vaccines', or under 'informed consent', that they don't 
have to take the jabs—if doing so would go against their ethics. As a result, girls may 
not be able to bear children and boys get hearts that don't last. Worse yet, the parents 
pay $40K yearly to enter an mRNA 'vaccine' lottery where the winners lose their kids. 

How did we get into this horror show? Atop the food chain sit stupid and evil, unre-
pentant criminals, purposely misinterpreting the Constitution to 'rob' Americans of 'in-
alienable rights', so that 'self-appointed feudalists' can build ever-bigger government.

'The unforgiven' includes agency-provocateurs who accept no responsibility for their 
actions, while seeking 'limited liability' immunity for crony friends. Agencies that dismiss 
huge numbers of 'vaccine' injuries, assuring us that 'vaccines are safe', and labelling 
horrific injuries as 'mass psychosis events' or 'sudden adult death syndrome'.

'The unforgiven' includes Pfizer that has purportedly not produced 1 dose of its 'ap-



proved vaccine' for public use because, without 'emergency-use' status, they lose im-
munity and liability from prosecution for injury. 100s of 1000s of service members are 
drummed-out of careers, losing the ability to support loved ones. And because service 
personnel do not have the legal recourse of the public, they are given 'approved jabs'.

The CDC and FDA understand 'the jig is up'. With mounting 'scientific' evidence, they 
are backtracking—admitting they made mistakes and willing to re-vamp the entire sys-
tem. No different than a Fed, after a post-economic apocalypse that they caused, pre-
senting a business-plan for how they are the best ones to fix it. Health agencies are 
making a case for giving them even more power to fix what they created—a genocide 
about which lied at will so as to serve their needs. But do not be misled: what they 
want is sweeping control for next time—'blitzkrieg' lockdowns—instantly executed.

The lies from the 'ultimately unforgiven' continue. And you don't have to be an Aristo-
tle to understand the difference between something that 'moves' and something 'fixed 
in place'. Something we all learned it in high school: nouns are fixed and verbs indicate 
movement. The 'scientific method' functions as a verb, a process, where theories are 
advanced, tested, and debated, until a theory is either accepted fact, or debunked.

But scientific facts, subject to ongoing testing, do not function as 'nouns'. When Dr. 
Fauci tells us that an attack on him is an attack on 'the science', he is telling us 1 of 2 
things: he's unable to pass a 10th grade grammar or science exam, or knows quite well 
that there is no 'the science'—he's playing the authority card to 'shut up' questioners.   

Fauci knows, and his twisting of the truth brings to mind the plot of many Socratic di-
alogues. For instance, a Protagoras, from somewhere other than Athens, comes to 
town and uses rhetoric to confuse young men, then exacts a fee from the parents to 
teach the boys the 'art of rhetoric', the art of persuasion, used to persuade whomever.

Philosophy is 'the love of wisdom'—rhetoric is its opposite. Fauci is a rhetorical mas-
ter—a greasy 'wrestler of words', skilled to avoid and break-out of logical 'holds', re-
versing any, other than those skilled in reasoned discourse, who are able, using 'step 
by step' questioning to cut through rhetoric, and 'pin' 'unforgivable slime merchants'. 

To rely on 'Faucian rhetoric' is to degrade 3000 years of epistemology—study of 
what constitutes understanding rather than belief. As in, the ancient Chinese had a 
'School of Names', with a simple goal: 'to call a white horse a white horse'. Which in-
volved a process of bringing 'definition' to a world reduced to a matter of opinion—con-
stant 'flux'. Now, in the West, we are force-fed an undoing of reliable 'accepted facts'. 

Our 'persuaders against truth' change definitions for their own ends. A 'vaccine' is not 
a vaccine. A recession ceases to be a recession, and non-stop inflation is sold as 
something beneficial for our lives. Adding 3 trillion 'phony dollars' is an 'inflation reduc-
tion package'. Meanwhile, our rhetoricians are not Athenian teachers—they're morons. 

Persuading without conferring benefit necessities a personality, free from ethics, and 
freedom from ethics also renders one free of shame. Although 'shame' gets a bad rap, 
a man incapable of being a-shamed has lost what connects him to humanity.  

We are overrun by a plague of rhetorical morons—and the Gods are taking names. 
But how did we get here? It starts with bone-headed adventurism, requiring 'credit cre-
ation', or any insanity intended to trade 'opportunity' for 'welfare programs'. And worst 
of the worst is abandoning 'sound money'. I don't see a fix—buy gold while you can.

I'm in Missoula, Montana heading east. Any of you out there who want to have a cof-
fee, or to subscribe to my articles: erik@neverhadaboss.com. Thanks for reading. 
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